
Are There Native Fish In 
La Milagrosa Canyon?



Abstract 
Native riparian fish are commonly overlooked and historically under-appreciated inhabitants of desert 
ecosystem. Before historical drought in 2021, I found what I believed were longfin dace (Agosia 
chrysogaster) in a drying pool in La Milagrosa Canyon, a tributary of the Santa Cruz watershed. However, 
the pool in which I found them may have completely dried up later that summer during an historic drought. 
After the the pool had refilled from seasonal rains I revisited the site but instead of finding dace, I found an 
invasive fish: green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus). To determine whether native fish were still present, I 
partnered with USFWS to sample potentials habitats of native species and possible source pools for 
invasive species to be flushed down into canyon pools. After 900 trapping hours with minnow traps, I did 
not find any fish but this is likely because a flood less than a month before flushed the canyon out and 
spread out any fish populations. Older footage of the fish from before drought indicate they may have 
been invasive sunfish the whole time. Revisiting these pools in the summer when water levels are lower is 
suggested to help answer the question of whether there are any native fish in this canyon.



The Brainstorm: My Lab Notebook
Everyday I make an observation, write down a question, or conduct an experiment in my Lab Notebook. 
My main interests include rockets, space, ecology, and native desert fishes. I've researched native desert 
fishes for 3 years and am deeply invested in their well-being.



- There are 36 fish species native to Arizona1

- 1 species is already extinct: Monkey Spring pupfish 
(Cyprinodon sp).

- 34 have been identified as Species of Greatest Conservation Need in Arizona.
- 20 have been federally listed as endangered or threatened.

- June, 2020 brought 99% of Arizona into drought and 90% into record high drought2.
- 2020 had 130 straight dry days is the sixth longest stretch of zero flow days in Sabino Creek 

since records started being kept in the 1980s3.
- Climate change will bring more and longer stretches of zero flow days in dryland riparian 

ecosystems4. 

Introduction
Biological diversity is messy. It walks, it crawls, it swims, it swoops, it buzzes. But 
extinction is silent, and it has no voice other than our own.

--Paul Hawken

Photo: https://nas.er.usgs.gov/queries/factsheet.aspx?SpeciesID=639



- There are no historical records of fish in La Milagrosa Canyon5,6. 
- In January, 2021, I found fish in a pool in La Milagrosa Canyon
- Based on video evidence of small fish deep in a recessed pool, a scientist 

from US Fish and Wildlife Service suggested it could be longfin dace5.
- In 2021, the large pool may have completely dried up7.
- Fish in this pool cannot recolonize from downstream due to geological 

barriers5.
- Over geologic time, fish in sky island canyons may become permanently 

extirpated due to drought, fire, and evolving geologic boundaries (e.g., 
waterfalls)5.

- Many watersheds are devoid of native fish due to drought, fire, climate 
change and historical overuse of water8.

- In the neighboring Rincon Mountains, fish are absent within the 
Saguaro National Park boundary9.

- After the canyon pools refilled in summer 2021, I revisited and found 
invasive green sunfish, leading me to question whether there were still 
longfin dace in the canyon and whether the original sighting was actually 
dace at all. 

Fish seen Dec, 2021
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Fish seen Sep, 2020



January, 2021 (pool dried up in June, 2021)
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Research Question

Fish seen Dec, 2021Fish seen Dec, 2021
Fish seen in January, 
2021, were cautiously 
identified as longfin dace 
(Agosia chrysogaster) 
based on video. But were 
they?

Follow-up visit in Dec, 
2021, reveals invasive 
species: green sunfish 
(Lepomis cyanellus)



Predictions 

Hypothesis:

Despite drought and flooding, I think that native fish in La Milagrosa Canyon are not extinct in the canyon 
because native fish are extremely hardy and can survive high salinity, extreme temperatures, and 
prolonged periods of low water. However, I believe that they are under great threat from invasive species 
such as the green sunfish as well as drought, fire, and flooding. I expect to find both fish in the canyon.



Methods and Materials
- I documented potential pools downstream from 

the large pool (“LP”) where I had seen fish 
previously in both the main canyon channel and 
side channels. 

- I acquired minnow traps from the USFWS
- I baited 11 traps in 12 pools with dog food for 

durations of 2 to 48 hours for a total of 900 
trapping hours at LP, downstream from LP, and in 
a side channel to LP.

- I planned to trap upstream in the Bellota Ranch 
area) looking for potential refuge pools for fish to 
be washed down into the canyon after pools dried 
up during drought.

(2) Minnow traps from USFWS

(1) Snorkeling in Sabino Canyon practicing 
fish identification



Timeline
- Sep 29, 2020

- Fish first seen at Large Pool
- Jan to April, 2021

- Large Pool observed drying up
- fish seen at LP
- Jan. video taken and flagged as 

possible longfin dace by USFWS
- Jun, 2021

- Large Pool likely dries completely
- Dec 29, 2021

- Green sunfish seen and identified
below LP

- LP too murky and deep to see
- Jan 1, 2022

- Large Pool floods after 2+” of heavy rain
- Jan 4 to, Feb 7, 2022

- Trapping with minnow traps in La Milagrosa Canyon

Photos: (left) Trapping below the large pool (right), 
trapping in a side canyon



Results 
Date Water body Observation Methods Fish Identified 

Sep 29, 2020
(Before extreme 
drought and pool 
drying)

Large Pool (LP)
Extreme drought
(pools mostly empty, no 
stream flow)

Visual (Caught on video) Longfin dace
- Suggested by 

USFWS
- Questioned ID by 

Pima County 
biologist

Dec 27, 2021
(After drought and 
monsoon refilling)

100 yards downstream 
from LP
Trickling stream, some 
small and deep pools

Visual (Caught on a 
underwater camera)

Green sunfish
- Found in low 

water pool
- Confirmed ID

Jan 7 to Feb 7, 2022
(After Jan 1 flood)

Sampled 12 pools 
Stream flowing, very 
deep pools

13 traps set 
*Permits acquired 
January 2022

No fish captured
No fish observed



Discussion (1/2) 
This experiment was set up based on the possible longfin dace identification by a USFWS biologist from a 
grainy January, 2021, video. Later findings of fish from a higher quality video from September, 2020, may 
have ruled out longfin dace as the original ID. I did confirm the ID of sunfish in La Milagrosa Canyon in 
December, 2021, before a large flood and before I performed the trapping experiment.

After acquiring permits and traps from USFWS and recording over 900 hours of trapping time, I did not 
find fish after the New Years flooding event. During my trapping time (January - February 2022) the pools 
were extremely deep and full. At first I thought it would be very coincidental to find native fish just before 
they go locally extinct. However, after discussing my findings with the USFWS fish biologist, they 
suggested it would be possible to find a local population in drying pools that than become locally extinct. I 
later found and shared better videos from September, 2020, with a fish biologist from Pima County. They 
questioned the initial ID of longfin dace, suggesting the original sightings may also have been juvenile 
green sunfish. Additionally, they suggested a longfin dace finding in the canyon would be unusual. After 
reviewing the earlier video footage of the fish with the USFWS biologist, they also believe the original fish 
may have been green sunfish and NOT longfin dace. Therefore, it is important to positively ID the fish in 
this canyon. The sunfish are/were likely from a cattle tank in the Bellota Ranch area.

The status of both native and invasive fish in La Milagrosa is not entirely clear. It is likely that green 
sunfish are still thriving but populations are too diffuse after the recent flood to detect reliably. It is 
uncertain whether there are or were longfin dace in this canyon.



Discussion (2/2) 
Many native fish populations have been living in canyon pools for millennia trapped in a moment of 
geological time5. Thousands of years ago or more, fish were able to swim upstream within their 
watersheds. When waterfalls formed the fish became trapped and were not able to move upstream 
anymore. The fish that were already upstream became the refuge populations but when floods and fires 
washed them down they become extirpated from their watershed. Unable to return they would become 
locally extinct. That is my worry for any possible native La Milagrosa populations. Now threatened by 
climate change, these and other vulnerable populations are hanging by a thread. 

I know that invasive sunfish are in the canyon. Perhaps there are or were native native fish in La Milagrosa 
Canyon. Knowing that fish survived the 2020 drought in this canyon shows that this is a promising site for 
introduction of native fish species, and removal of nonnative fish would be a requirement.



Implications for Future Research 

- To help understand the status of fish in La Milagrosa Canyon requires better timing and luck
- Future trapping should be done in May or June when water is low and fish are concentrated
- If native fish are found, it would be an unusual and exciting finding; genetic testing would be 

crucial to find out if this is a historic population or somehow introduced.
- Upstream - identify any cattle tanks or other permanent pools that may hold sunfish and other 

invasive fish species. 
- Removal projects should aim to eliminate non-native fish from La Milagrosa Canyon

- All research on native fish should seek to educate the local community on native fish of Arizona. 
There are likely undiscovered species in Arizona. People can’t protect what they don’t know about.
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